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Abstract—A Wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a set of
battery-powered nodes, which collaborate to perform sensing tasks in
a given environment. Each node in WSN should be capable to act for
long periods of time with scrimpy or no external management. One
requirement for this independent is: in the presence of adverse
positions, the sensor nodes must be capable to configure themselves.
Hence, the nodes for determine the existence of unusual events in
their surroundings should make use of position awareness
mechanisms. This work approaches the problem by considering the
possible unusual events as diseases, thus making it possible to
diagnose them through their symptoms, namely, their side effects.
Considering these awareness mechanisms as a foundation for highlevel monitoring services, this paper also shows how these
mechanisms are included in the primal plan of an intrusion detection
system.
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In fact, these mechanisms can serve as a foundation for
more complex schemes, such as an intrusion detection system
(IDS). IDSs are particularly useful in scenarios where there is
the possibility that a node might be controlled by a malicious
adversary.
This research elaborates on the importance of mechanisms
for detecting unusual positions in sensor nodes, reviews the
main research activities in this area, and presents a novel
approach for the detection of events. This approach considers
a static WSN as a living body; an unusual position as a
disease; and associated with any disease, a set of symptoms
that can lead to its diagnosis. By analyzing both diseases and
symptoms, it is possible to develop lightweight awareness
mechanisms. Additionally, we highlight how it is possible to
integrate those procedures into an IDS architecture.

Detection,

I. INTRODUCTION

A

Wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a set of
battery-powered nodes, which collaborate to perform
sensing tasks in a given environment. It may contain one or
more base stations to collect sensed data and possibly relay it
to a central processing and storage system. The
communication range of individual sensor nodes is generally
limited, and communication is often carried out in a multi-hop
manner. The main purpose of a WSN is to serve as the bridge
between the real world and a computer system, providing
physical information such as temperature, light, and radiation.
Measuring the physical information relies on the tiny and
highly constrained sensor nodes. A typical sensor network
deployment can comprise from dozens to thousands of nodes
that in a distributed way collect and send the information to a
central device, the base station. This allows access to the
services provided by the sensor network for any user of the
computer system. All data coming from the nodes, as well as
control commands directed to them, will traverse the base
station.
Wireless Sensor nodes can be fully independent due to their
battery-powered
computational
and
communication
capabilities. As a result of this independence, a sensor network
should work without any human assistance during most of its
lifetime. However, as a requirement for being selfconfigurable, a sensor node must build on position awareness
mechanisms, capable of detecting the presence of unusual
events, without consuming many of its resources.

II. POSITION AWARENESS AND SELFCONFIGURABILITY
A specific feature of sensor nodes is their inherent
independence. By means of their computational capabilities,
nodes can analyze the data coming from their embedded
sensing units. Additionally, they operate without any preexisting infrastructure, because they can communicate with
their surroundings using wireless transceivers. Furthermore,
they can survive in their deployment site, even for years in
certain configurations, because they are powered by small
batteries. Due to this independence, sensor nodes should
behave as self-configurable entities. They should be set up and
deployed without major effort by non-experts, and they should
be able to adapt and heal themselves during the lifetime of the
network.
However, to be fully independent and self-capable, it is
essential for the nodes to be aware of their environment, that
is, to recognize certain events that might affect the behavior of
the network. For example, nodes that are affected when one of
the routers of the network fails to work must be able to notice
automatically and react accordingly (Fig. 1). The task of
detecting such events relies upon the existence of position
awareness mechanisms. Without these mechanisms, a node
cannot understand fully the current position of its environment
and will not be able to configure itself to respond to
internal/external events. Note that these mechanisms must be
sufficiently lightweight to enable their execution in the
constrained nodes.
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thee system to deetect maliciouus nodes and distinguish beetween
poossible errors and
a attacks lauunched againsst the networkk [7].
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IIII. DEVELO
OPMENT OF L
LIGHTWEIG
GHT AWAREN
NESS
MECH
HANISMS
A mentionedd previously, one of the key factors for
As
f the
is the
development of
o lightweightt detection mechanisms
m
knnowledge of thhe problematicc events that can
c occur in a sensor
network, and hoow to properlyy detect them.. For this purppose, it
is possible to use the simile of “a sensor network as a living
boody,” where a sensor nodee is considereed the “cell” of the
sysstem, and thee base station is the “brain,,” as seen in Fig. 2.
Haaving in mindd this simile, it is possible to consider thhat the
preesence of cerrtain symptom
ms (i.e., collatteral effects) will
w be
inddicative of thee existence off a disease (i.e., an unusual event).
Thherefore, the detection
d
mecchanisms willl infer the existence
off unusual evennts based on the existencee of their colllateral
efffects.
Fig. 1 Importance of self--awareness mecchanisms for sennsor
neetworks

There are som
me existing tecchniques that enable the control of
sim
mple factors such
s
as the acctual position of the sensorr nodes.
Foor example, the protocol [1] consists of simply sending
s
peeriodical “heartbeat” messages to othher nodes to check
w
whether
they arre alive. This technique waas improved inn [2] by
seending that innformation to the base staation while tryying to
m
minimize
the use of ressources. Theere are alsoo other
m
mechanisms
thhat try to dettect unusual positions cauused by
m
malicious
nodees, either byy analyzing the
t
behavior of the
neetwork [3] or by using prootocol-specificc techniques such
s
as
auutomata theoryy [4].
These mechaanisms also seerve as a fouundation for creating
c
coomplex schem
mes like IDSs. An IDS is an
a interestingg, albeit
unnderdevelopedd service, usefful for scenariios where therre is the
poossibility of a node beingg subverted annd controlledd by an
addversary. The major task of
o an IDS is to
t monitor coomputer
neetworks and syystems to deteect these evenntual intrusionns in the
neetwork, alert users after specific inttrusions havee been
deetected, and finally,
fi
if posssible, reconfig
gure the netwoork and
m
mark
the root of the probleem as malicioous. A standaard and
fuull-fledged IDS for sensor networks
n
has not
n been definned yet,
allthough somee authors have exploredd how to develop
d
m
mechanisms
forr it.
Aside from the
t detection of unusual evvents, there also
a
are
otther aspects in
i the develoopment of ann IDS that must
m
be
soolved. The exxact location of the detectiion agents annd their
taasks is an exaample. In hierrarchical conffigurations — where
m
more
powerful devices calleed cluster heaads manage ann entire
clluster of nodes — full-fledgged agents cann be located at
a those
poowerful devicces [5]. How
wever, in flatt configuratioons, the
opptimal distribuution of the taasks through all
a the agents requires
r
reesearch. The redundancy
r
oof the networkk can be usedd as an
addvantage in thhis type of coonfiguration, because (as detailed
d
byy the only major
m
contributtion in [6]) itt can be posssible to
acctivate the dettection tasks only
o
in some nodes. On thhe other
haand, when coonsidering thee existence of
o a fully funnctional
ID
DS, there is a need for filteering the information proviided by
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Fig. 2 A sensor nnetwork as a liviing being

O of the difficulties
One
d
asssociated with the diagnosiis of a
dissease consistss in separatingg the existing symptoms froom the
noormal behavior of the bodyy. However, thhe functionaliity of a
sennsor network is usually fixxed, with senssor nodes prooviding
thee same servicces during thee entire lifetiime of the neetwork.
Thherefore, any deviation off the behavioral pattern of the
network, or the existence of a well-establiished set of unusual
u
paatterns, can be
b consideredd to be a pottential effect of an
unnusual event. Another
A
issue that can affecct the diagnossis is to
disstinguish onee disease froom another, given the existing
e
sym
mptoms. Nevvertheless, in a sensor neetwork contexxt, the
meere possibilityy of detecting the existence of one probleem in a
cerrtain part of the
t network ccan be useful enough for thhe user
off the network. Additionally, it will be sh
hown later thaat most
unnusual events do
d not share thhe same effects.
A. Kinds of Unusual
A
U
Eventts
T discover the
To
t possible ssymptoms thaat a sensor network
maay suffer, it is first necesssary to know
w what the existing
e
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diiseases are, th
hat is, what wee want the aw
wareness mech
hanisms
to
o detect. All un
nusual positioons are triggered by one or more
m
of
th
he following principal
p
causses: failure off a node, an external
e
atttack, or an in
nternal attack. However, thee diseases cau
used by
atttacks are far more numero
ous than the ones
o
caused by
b node
faailure. There are
a many kindd of attacks thaat can affect a sensor
no
ode, from the hardware layyer to the appllication layer [8]. On
th
he other hand
d, there are only two maajor events that the
m
mechanisms
sh
hould detect inn case of nodee failure: a no
ode that
beecomes unavaailable from the network,, and a senssor that
and provides inconsiistent inform
m
malfunctions
mation.
Th
herefore, in the remaindeer of this seection, we fo
ocus on
un
nusual events caused by extternal or intern
nal attacks.
A malicious outsider wiith no prior knowledge of the
neetwork has tw
wo major objecctives:
• To hinder
h
the fu
unctionality of
o the networrk by
affeccting the physical enviironment orr the
comm
munication ch
hannel.
• To taamper with (ii.e., gain acceess to) one or more
of thee nodes in ord
der to launch internal
i
attack
ks.
Because the main
m task of a sensor netwo
ork is to meassure the
su
urrounding ph
henomena, thhe adversary can try to faake the
m
measurements
t
taken
by the ssensors of a node.
n
A simplee attack
is to directly manipulate
m
th
he physical en
nvironment, such
s
as
su
ubmerging a node
n
in water. However, a more stealthy
y attack
is to substitute the sensors of a node wiith tampered sensors
th
hat provide errroneous data. This operatiion becomes easy if
th
he sensors are simply plugg
ged into the node or is mod
derately
diifficult if new sensors must be soldered.
The commu
unication chaannel usually
y is protectted by
crryptographic primitives (e.g.,
(
the Ad
dvanced Enccryption
Sttandard [AES
S] cryptoalgorrithm used in
n the IEEE 802.15.4
standard) and other mechaanisms, such as timestam
mps and
seequence numb
bers; thus, an adversary can
n try to jam only
o
the
sig
gnal. Jammin
ng equals interrfering with the
t radio freq
quencies
ussed by the nodes
n
or abuusing the Meedia Access Control
C
(M
MAC) protoco
ol, disconnectiing the nodes from the netw
work as
a result. These attacks to thee communication channel and the
ph
hysical enviro
onment or thee sensors are somewhat efffective,
bu
ut an attackeer could be m
more interested in accessiing the
seecurity creden
ntials contained inside the node.
n
An attaccker can
acccess its hard
dware debug interface
i
(e.g.., JTAG) if itt is not
diisabled or try to read the memory
m
of the node in a non
n-trivial
peeriod of tim
me [10]. Such
h an attack enables eith
her the
m
modification
orr cloning of thhe node.
After a maliccious outsider has gained acccess to one or
o more
off the sensorr nodes, thee attacker can
c
manipulaate the
in
nformation flo
ow that traverrses the nodees. Therefore,, it can
peerform internaal attacks to tthe protocols of the networrk such
ass routing, ag
ggregation, and
a
time sy
ynchronization
n. The
prrotocols of a sensor netw
work usually are
a designed with a
paarticular application in mindd ([9]), so thee scope and efffects of
th
hese attacks deepend on the specific proto
ocol implemen
ntations
ussed by the neetwork. Howeever, it is posssible to classsify the
ex
xisting attackss that any rep
porting mechaanism could partially
p
deetect into fourr attack templaates:

• Messaage creation (related to malicious nodes
n
creatiing fake packeets regardless of the state of
o the
other nodes in the nnetwork)
• Packeet alteration ((the contents of
o a relayed paacket
are ch
hanged in unacceptable way
ys)
• Featuure advertisinng (a node broadcasts false
contro
ol informationn)
• Time--related attaacks (packetts are delaayed,
selecttively dropped, or do not reach their
destin
nation at all)
B. Position Awareness
B
A
Meechanisms
A
After
the diseases are know
wn, it is possib
ble to examin
ne them
to diagnose wh
hat their relaated symptom
ms are. That is, the
an
nalysis of the collateral
c
effeects of an unu
usual event wiill lead
to the inferencee of the mecchanisms thatt should be used
u
to
detect them. A summary of tthe different unusual
u
eventts with
theeir effects can
n be found in Table I. Notte that in mostt cases,
thee detection mechanisms
m
thhat infer the existence
e
of unusual
u
events are not complex,
c
and such events can be detectted just
byy storing and analyzing simple statisticcs generated by the
network. As a result, these mechanisms can be lighttweight
en
nough for consstrained enviroonments such as WSNs.
A jamming atttack is very ddifficult to circcumvent, altho
ough it
pro
oduces a clearr symptom: an
n unusual deccrease in the number
n
off packets comiing from the aaffected zone. Such symptom
ms can
be detected by both the basse station and
d the nodes on the
rou
uting path. Additionally,
A
nodes belong
ging to or neear the
afffected zone will
w detect an uunusual increment of the number
n
off collisions. Note that a singgle node that is not availab
ble due
to hardware faiilure also willl be detected by the base station
an
nd other nodess because of ddisappearing packets.
p
Howeever, in
thee case of hardware
h
failu
ure, there will
w
be no unusual
u
collisions in the neighborhoodd of the “dead
d” node.
T
TABLE I
RELATIONSSHIP BETWEEN WSN ATTACKS AND
D THEIR SYMPTOM
MS

A node will be
b temporarilyy unavailable from the netw
work if
an
n attacker is try
ying to subvert it. In this case, the numb
ber and
rattio of messages from that nnode will drop to zero for a non-
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trivial period of time. Therefore, a node that returns to the
network after such a period of time has passed ([10]) should
be considered suspicious by its neighbors and the base station.
A set of false measurements (either coming from a tampered
sensor or a malfunctioning one) can be detected by the node
itself, the neighborhood, and the base station. Certain values,
such as the humidity of a room, do not fluctuate abruptly
unless an extreme position (e.g., a flood) occurs, and the
fluctuation continues over time. The neighborhood of a sensor
node also should be able to sense the same physical readings if
they are physically near. In addition, the base station might
have a history of all the readings and could detect a significant
deviation of the expected values based on the context and on
the history of the network.
With regard to non-specific attacks against the core
protocols of the network, we first consider message creation.
Excluding alert and query messages, the nodes usually create
and send packets to the base station only inside specific times
frames (called burst periods). If the sensor nodes or the base
station detect a change in the packet density of the network
(i.e., more packets sent within a burst period), there is a
chance that one of these attacks is taking place. Also, because
an alert is referred to an event inside a physical area, nodes
that route an alert and are close enough to the source node can
check its validity. Additionally, if the base station does not
issue a query to a certain region of the network, it is clear that
no answer should come from that region.
Unfortunately, packet alteration attacks are very difficult to
detect. The most obvious symptom is a change inside the
information of a packet forwarded by a malicious node.
However, in a sensor network with basic security services, the
contents of a packet can be read only by its origin and its
destination. Therefore, no one of the neighbors is able to read
the contents of a relayed packet. However, there is a case in
which this attack can be detected — broadcasted packets.
They usually can be read by all members of the network, and a
change can be detected easily. Feature advertising uses
broadcast communication, too; thus all nodes in a
neighborhood can check if the properties advertised by the
source node have deviated from the reality of the network. For
example, a node that is on the edge of the network cannot
advertise that is near the base station.
Finally, a malicious adversary can execute time-related
attacks by delaying, selectively forwarding, or dropping
packets. With regard to delayed packets, it is atypical for a
packet to be relayed later than the normal amount of time it
may spend inside a normal sensor node under average stressful
conditions. This deviation of the time for relaying a packet can
be detected by nodes in the neighborhood by comparing the
ratio of messages entering and exiting a certain node or the
base station, and by comparing the time a packet takes to be
routed from its source.
When packets are selectively forwarded (i.e., dropped) by a
malicious node, it is obvious that these packets will not be
received either by the next hop or by the base station. Nodes
surrounding a malicious forwarder cannot verify if a specific
packet was forwarded due to the protection of the
communication channel. However, they may be able to check
if there is an imbalance between the number of packets going
to that node and the number of packets coming from that node.
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Finally, any node that drops packets relayed to it (a black
hole) usually will not send a message, and such a piece of
evidence easily can be detected almost immediately by any
neighbor.
IV. A PRIMAL PLAN OF AN IDS ARCHITECTURE FOR
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
Position awareness mechanisms are essential to enable the
monitoring of the elements of a WSN and the existence of the
self-configuration property. Nevertheless, they also serve as
the cornerstone for the development of IDSs for sensor
networks. By knowing the position of its surroundings, a
sensor node can decide whether a certain neighbor may be
faulty or malicious and react accordingly. There are aspects
related to IDSs that were discussed in previous works, such as
the position of the detection agents, the nature of detection
mechanisms, and so on. However, it is necessary to provide
the primal plan of an IDS architecture for sensor networks. To
improve the existing approaches, the architecture must fulfill
all the following properties: full network coverage (cover the
entire information flow of the network), simplicity (use mainly
simple components, statistics, and mechanisms), usefulness
(be able to detect all the standard positions where a neighbor
may be behaving in a faulty or malicious way), extensibility
(possibility to include new detection mechanisms), and
inclusiveness (where all the existing research could be
integrated).
For assuring full network coverage, a decentralized
architecture must be used, because any part of the network can
be a possible point of intrusion. As a result, the detection tasks
must be performed by a software element (i.e., agent) located
inside every node (node agents), and in every base station
(base station agents). These two types of agents have different
capabilities and use different sources of information. A sensor
node is very constrained by nature, thus its node agent should
employ only lightweight mechanisms. Also, the node agent
can obtain information only from its direct neighborhood. On
the other hand, the powerful base station receives information
from all the nodes in the network, thus the base station agent
can take advantage of this wealth of information to observe
and analyze the behavior of its nodes.
The internal components of all agents are shown in Fig. 3. In
our architecture, the data acquisition component obtains data
from the sources of symptoms (e.g., packets and sensor
information) and stores the processed information in the
statistics component. These two components are used by the
detection component that infers the existence of unusual
events. This component can use both the position awareness
mechanisms introduced earlier and other detection
mechanisms that are part of existing or future research. All
results are shared in the alert database component, where
nodes are labeled as suspicious or malicious. Finally, the
architecture includes a collaboration component that can be
activated when the node must share an event with its other
subsystems, its neighbors, or the base station.
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Fig. 3 Primal
P
plan of aan IDS architectture for WSN

The constrain
nts inherent to
o the nodes im
mpose the diviision of
th
he tasks that are
a performed
d by a node agent.
a
Conseq
quently,
th
his agent is co
omposed by a node local agent that monitors
m
on
nly the inform
mation local too the node and
d a node globaal agent
th
hat can analyzze the informaation flowing in its neighbo
orhood.
M
More
specificallly, node locaal agents are in
n charge of deetecting
un
nusual positio
ons in both th
he specific prrotocols used
d in the
neetwork and in
n the sensor reeadings. Its deetection mech
hanisms
arre executed whenever
w
theree is data availaable for analy
ysis. On
th
he other hand,, to save enerrgy, the detecction mechaniisms of
no
ode global ag
gents are run at
a regular inteervals (e.g., after
a
the
en
nd of every bu
urst period). T
These mechaniisms can unco
over the
ex
xistence of jamming
j
attaacks, hardwarre failure, seelective
fo
orwarding, and
d packet delaay. Moreover, certain mech
hanisms
(ee.g., broadcastt packet analyysis) can be teemporarily turrned off
du
ue to the redun
ndancy of sennsor networks [6].
By including
g the detectio
on mechanism
ms inside thee same
ag
gent, it is posssible to have a single source of informatiion that
caan be shared by everyonee. Also, due to the collab
boration
co
omponent, it is possible to
o improve thee reliability of
o some
deetection mecchanisms, succh as the ones
o
in chaarge of
diiscovering sellective forwarrding attacks. Having this kind of
arrchitecture insside a sensor node does no
ot pose a sign
nificant
ov
verhead: our prototype implementatio
i
on in TinyO
OS 2.0,
in
ncluding the previously mentioned position aw
wareness
m
mechanism,
fitss in less than 4 kbytes of RO
OM and 500 bytes
b
of
RA
AM. As a fiinal note, a concern
c
may arise regard
ding the
reequirement off the global node
n
agent to receive the packets
p
fro
om its neighb
borhood. How
wever, the wiireless naturee of the
co
ommunication
n channel forcces it to do so, in order to check
c
if
it is the destinaation of the paacket. While doing
d
this checcking, a
no
ode can updatte the statisticcs component (e.g., the num
mber of
paackets sent by
y a node).

nd understandiing the world. It is possible to reduce th
his gap
an
usiing certain po
osition awaren
ness mechaniisms. This wo
ork has
sho
own how those
t
mechaanisms can be developeed by
considering a seensor networkk as a equilibraated organism
m where
a ddeviation prod
duced by a faiilure or by an
n attack will produce
p
a detectable collateral ev
vent. This article
a
used these
meechanisms as a foundation for designing
g a primal plan
n of an
ID
DS specifically
y designed foor sensor netw
works. This system
fullfills importaant goals such as total network cov
verage,
These
sim
mplicity, usefu
fulness, extenssibility, and inclusiveness.
i
gooals are not meet completely by the existin
ng work in thee field.
T
The
mechanisms presenteed here are oriented
o
to monitor
m
networks that are static bby nature. Actually,
A
thee most
im
mportant appliications of sensor
s
networrks, such as home
au
utomation, aree built over thhese kinds off networks; th
hus the
maajority of the existing protoocols and serv
vices are orien
nted to
sup
pport only nodes
n
that ddo not movee from their initial
depployment po
oint. Nevertheeless, applicaations with mobile
m
noodes have a huge poten
ntial. Althou
ugh the sym
mptoms
generated by an
n adversary or by a node faiilure in these mobile
m
networks can bee very differennt, it is possib
ble to take adv
vantage
off the knowled
dge presentedd in this pap
per to definee other
poosition awaren
ness mechanissms and IDSss that could work
w
in
mo
obile scenario
os.
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NCLUSIONS
S
V. CON
Using its em
mbedded senssors and the wireless chaannel, a
seensor node can
n feel and inteeract with the world that surrrounds
it.. However, th
here is a diffeerence betweeen feeling thee world
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